
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HP OMEN Obelisk 

 
High-performance experience and fluid gaming is the thrust of HP Omen Obelisk. This             
is powered with the latest Hexa-Core 9th Generation Intel® Core™ i5 processor which             
will give precision and speed in performance. Moreover, this is more advanced than             
other computers because of its installed NVIDIA GeForce® GTX 1660 Ti which drives             
gaming experience to another level. Storage is not a problem for this comes with a               
512GB Solid Slate Disk (SSD), PCie-based flash storage which is up to 17x faster than               
a traditional 5400-rpm laptop hard drive. Enhanced gaming experience is also           
actualized with the use of OMEN Command Center software which enables remote            
gaming through the OMEN game stream. 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Canon EOS RP 

 
Capture high quality images of astonishing portraits and spectacular landscapes with           
this high end camera, Canon EOS RP. This is powered by EOS RP RF24-105mm              
F4-7.1 IS STM Lens Kit, that comes with the lightest and smallest full frame EOS               
camera at status quo. Imposing qualities of this camera include a 26.2 MP CMOS              
sensor, 4K video and DIGIC 8 image processor which will enable a person to capture               
life-like images and motion pictures. Likewise, RF24-105mm F4-7.1 IS STM is an            
excellent pair to capture different memories made possible with its compact size,            
versatile zoom range, and optical image stabilization. This camera comes with a 54mm             
large diameter and short back focus with 20mm flange focal distance for increased             
durability. Interestingly, this includes a vari-angle touchscreen LCD for effective and           
efficient use. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Numark DJ Controller 

 
Party like a PRO with this Numark DJ Controller! This amazing DJ controller comes with               
a built-in light show that creates a groovy party atmosphere. This adds a cool avenue of                
your performance, moving to the beat, and setting up party mood. This connects directly              
to laptops which will enable you to play, mix, and sync your all time favorite music and                 
videos with the included DJ software which will set the dancefloor on beat. Each deck is                
ready with four cue points with readily accessible pads for effects on looping and              
sampling. Sync buttons are also at hand for easy access to mixing control. A ⅛”               
headphone jack is prepared for cue previewing.  

 



 

 

 
 


